Wills Alberta Own Will Cheryl Gottselig
making a will - cplea - in alberta, and in every province in canada, a will must be in writing. other
requirements differ, depending on the type of will. there are two different kinds of wills, each with its own rules
and requirements: 1. the “formal” (or “attested”) kind, which is witnessed by two witnesses. this kind of wills
and succession act - alberta - wills and succession act 5 part 7 consequential and related amendments,
repeals and coming into force 113 - 124 consequential amendments 125 repeals 126 coming into force
schedule her majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the legislative assembly of alberta, enacts as
follows: interpretation and application interpretation making a will - gblegalclinic - making a will this guide
will give you some information about wills and help you do your own basic, simple will. this is not to be
construed as legal advice. what is a will? a will is a document that you prepare which says what you want done
with your property, possessions, belongings (called your "estate") after you die. it also names the wills
checklist - cplea - alberta wills checklist things to consider when making a will 1. cancelling a previous will if
there are previous wills that are being cancelled or revoked: locate them, get them back, and destroy them 2.
choosing a personal representative(s) who to name? one or more? consider one or more alternates alberta
probate kit - self-counsel press - vi alberta probate kit 4. ascertaining debts 91 5. which expenses for the
executor and other family members are included? 93 6. what about a breakdown of funeral expenses? 93 7.
what to do about loans to the deceased’s kids 94 8. completing the summary section of the inventory 94 9.
completing the real estate section of the inventory 96 10. responsibility of solicitors concerning undue
influence issues - the canadian bar association – alberta branch elder law section – nothern responsibility of
solicitors concerning undue influence issues october 6, 2014 by kimberly a. whaley and heather b. hogan
whaley estate litigation 301-10 alcorn avenue toronto, on m4v 3a9 phone: 416-355-3250
kim@whaleyestatelitigation making a will - barbara findlay q.c. - making a will everything you need to
know barbara findlay q.c. the basics the law in b.c. has certain requirements for a will to be valid. they are: 1.
your will must be in writing. 2. the will must be dated. 3. you need to agree with the contents of the will at the
time you make it. codicil to will: form to change, add to, and republish a will - title: codicil to will: form
to change, add to, and republish a will author: carl kline created date: 1/7/2003 3:10:35 pm
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